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Abstract
A statistical language model assigns the probability of a sequence of words based
on the textual information from a training corpus. Given an intuition where people
usually imagine something when they are talking about a particular topic, we introduce a complementary information to a language model from visual modal system
which constructs the method of image-based language modeling. The image-based
language model (ILM) is basically a statistical language model which contains visual information from a parallel image+caption corpus. This visual information is
called as a set of abstracted-image topics. There are many words which are visually
associated. We aim to use these topics to improve a statistical language model in
assigning probability.
Several experiments were conducted on various test sets. Based on the result,
the ILM works interestingly well in reducing perplexity of the test set in this study.
Other than that, the ILM works very well in finding associated words of any particular word which is visually grounded or related. We compared the list of associated
words with the result of the word co-occurrence language model. According to a
small test set of associated words, the experiment results show that the ILM at its
best can increase the F-score almost three times higher than the word co-occurrence
language model when the minimum frequency of word agreement is > 1. Furthermore, the experiment results might support an intuition where visual context holds
a significant role in sentence generation since the abstracted-image topics makes
the ILM works significantly better than a unigram language model.

Keywords: Language Modeling, Visual Information, Associated Words
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Chapter 1

Introduction
When we pick a topic to talk about, we usually have an idea or abstraction of the
related-topic and then utter sentences based on this idea. This abstraction might
come from an image (visual information) as a visual abstraction of the topic. We
can observe the images found on flickr1 or many other image storage websites
where the images are captioned with sentences describing and/or telling the relatedinformation of the image. The assumption we have here is that visual information
influences people in generating words.
Visual modality system is an aspect that might influence this phenomenon. We
receive any information from all modal systems we have (including visual system),
and then we process the information to produce an output in a specific form like
sound, movement, etc. Take an example of sound output that is produced by human beings. Other than mumbling or producing non-sense sounds, usually people
utter sentences which consist of structures and meaningful words. The structure
of a sentence intuitively has no direct relation with visual system. We are more
interested on the uttered-meaningful words.
People tend to generate words not randomly but topical instead. Generally
when we simply pick a word, it will be followed by some more words that have
relations or might help to explain an idea or to describe a topic. This condition
has been handled using a concept named statistical language model. Language
model is a common component of many language and communication technology
applications. This component is generated as a statistical model containting the
probabilities of words sequence based on the training text corpora used to build it.
The applications which use language model as one of the components are statistical machine translation, automatic speech recognition system, natural language
generation, etc.
Nowadays, the common statistical language model is still generated from a
text corpus which contains only textual data. Corresponding the first assumption
where visual information influences word generation, we need to develop a language model that also deals with visual information as the representation of the
1
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abstracted-image topics. The aim is to supply visual information in a statistical
language model to support some functions of a language model.

1.1

Scope

As for the direction of this study is to develop an idea of developing a statistical
language model equipped with visual information. We name our new language
model as image-based language model, or simplified as ILM. The visual information needed for the ILM can be obtain by extracting image features from an image,
such as color intensity, edge histogram, gray-level, etc. Yet, we do not explore
further about image features extraction as we use a tool that has already been done
by Arnab Ghosal [1]. In this image part of the language model, we need to work
on how to convert the image features into a compatible form to be used in the ILM.
The area of topics that can be drawn on a conversation can be randomly chosen.
From the news website of Los Angeles Times2 , we can find ten main topics with 83
sub topics under those main topics. Larger number of topics selected to be covered
the a language model implies larger amount of text data from those various topics.
In this study, we do not have any intention on covering all topics, nor specifying
the topics of the language model. The topics here are useful to relate the training
data and testing data for the evaluation. For the experiments done in this study, we
use several data collection. One data is domain specific with a sepcial topic about
disaster, while the bigger one is a topic-independent data collection containing
almost 1M of sentences. There is another data domain which is interesting to be
described but this data is eventualy not used in the experiments.
In this thesis, our focus is on image-based language modeling. We need to
set the plan on how to develop a statistical language model that works well using
the given visual information. The idea is based on the visual abstraction of topics
which previously said as the phenomenon that motivates this study. Then the ILM
tends to assign the probability of word sequences using the visual abstraction as
the mediator connecting words on the sentences. This ILM is expected to improve
the common language model by decreasing the perplexity.

1.2

Aims

Statistical language model just uses the textual information in assigning the probabilities of a sequence of words. It calculates the probabilities purely based on how
many times the words appear in the training data. This is the basic statistical calculation without any additional information that might represent more the fluency
of a given sentence.
2
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We aim to implement the idea of image-based language modeling (ILM). This
ILM would be very useful in generating more related words based on the sharedvisual abstraction (a set of abstracted-image topics). It is an additional information
equipping statistical language model to be more fluent in assigning probabilities
of word sequences. The objectives of this ILM are to help a language model in
reducing the perplexity of the a test set and to be able to associate more related
words that are commonly found on the same image topics.

1.3

Structure

Other than this introduction chapter, this thesis has the following remaining chapters as follows:
Chapter 2 - Background
This chapter discusses several main entities which underlie this thesis. An
earlier study of a visual context-aware multimodal system for spoken language processing has mainly inspired this thesis topic. Other sections in
this chapter discuss some basic algorithms and concepts related to language
modeling and image feature extraction which are vital in this thesis.
Chapter 3 - Method
The complete work of this thesis is explained in this chapter. The ILM has
a work schema containing several main steps which are basically the contribution of this thesis itself.
Chapter 4 - Evaluation
The evaluation of the ILM implemented in this thesis has been done on several experiments. This chapter includes the report of the experiments and the
description of the data used in this thesis.
Chapter 5 - Discussions
Further discussion based on the evaluation result is provided here, mainly
the discussion goes around any issue in the image-based language modeling
method and its possible applications.
Chapter 6 - Summary, Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter is the last chapter in this thesis where the summary of the ILM
is written together with the conclusions and the future works based on the
result of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Earlier Study of A Visual Context-Aware Multimodal
System For Spoken Language Processing

Starts from a study that has already been conducted previously, we try to develop
our motivation to conduct a new study of image-based language modeling. We
found a paper by Niloy Mukherjee and Deb Roy that has inspired us to build a language model that uses image features to improve its performance since the visual
context has brought a significant improvement for spoken language processing.
This earlier study of how image feature improves the performance of language
model can be found in this paper [7].
A knowledge from recent psycholinguistic experiments [14] motivates this earlier study. This knowledge shows that visual context influences acoustic and syntactic aspects of online spoken language compherension. Two other studies have
shown that visual attention seems to steer the speech-processing [9], and the other
way around where partially recognized utterances steer the hearer’s visual attention incrementatlly [13]. Based on this knowledge, they highlight the importance
of anticipating the uttered words and phrases by applying contextual information
from the environment which is the visual context.
The study they did is applied to improve the performance of an automatic
speech recognition (ASR) system. Language model is one of the important components of an ASR sytem, and statistical language model is commonly used for
this system. Corresponding the knowledge where visual context give influence on
some aspects of online spoken language comprehension, they modified the idea of
the language model they used in the ASR system. The modification of using the
language model is intended to visually steer the predicted-sentences as the output
of the system based on the visual context.
From the schema in Figure 2.1, we can see there are several components handling this modification of using language model in predicting the output. They
are the visual analysis system (visual analysis module), visually-steered language
model generator (visual-grounded language model module), and linguistic-driven
4

Figure 2.1: The schematic system overview [7]
visual attention generator (visual attention module). The description of those components can be seen as follows
1. Visual Analysis Module
Intra-object features such as object color, width, height, shape, center, area,
some ratios, etc are detected by this module. It also collect inter-object spatial relations among the objects in a scene. The information collected from
this component is very essential for the other components.
2. Visual-Grounded Language Model Module
This module is trained using visual feature vectors obtained from the previous module mixed with the transcriptions which refer to target objects.
Learning processes are needed for word class formation, grounding word semantics, word order (a class-based bigram statistical language model [1]),
and spatial terms acquisition (e.g. above, below, left of, right of, etc) to
generate the dynamic language models using visual features.
The dynamic language models need to cover the syntactic and semantic constraints in generating object based descriptions. The syntactic constraints
determine the sequence of word classes in a L length desctiption. While the
semantic constraints choose the words of the related word classes from the
syntactic part that fit the visual features of the target object at most. This
means that each word class Cn is then mapped into a word Cn (j) from the
class Cn which assigns equal priors P (Cn (j)|Cn ) for every words Cn (j)
in a word class Cn . And then the utterances generated by this method is
rescored under the possibility of ambigouity where non-target objects accidentally match a generated description.
Furthermore, the rescored descriptions are mapped back to their word classes
to generate class conditionals of intra-object lexical items. This procedure
estimates class coditionals using the formula P (word|word class, object)
for all objects in the visual scene. A spatial language model is also generated
5

to deal with complex descriptions that contain more than one object and a
relative spatial term. Every possible combination of target and landmark objects in the scene are essential to score spatial terms using Gaussian models
given the combination in a form of P (target, spatial term, landmark).
3. Visual Attention Module
This part integrates the visual context to dynamically re-estimate the priors
associated with the interpolated class conditional probabilities in the form of
P (wn |cn ) from a given partial utterance hypothesis of length m where wm
is the last word of the string. The priors λj such that
λj =

P 0 (objectj |wm )
, j = 1, 2, . . . , n
n
P
0
P (objecti |wm )

(2.1)

i=1

is influenced by three cases of wm . They are:
• wm is visually relevant word of intra-object property (e.g. large, vertical, etc). With xj represents the visual feature subset of objectj , then
P 0 (objectj |wm ) is defined as follows
P 0 (objectj |wm ) = P (xj |wm )P (objectj |wm−1 ),
j = 1, 2, . . . , n

(2.2)

• wm is visually relevant word of spatial term (e.g. beneath, above, etc).
n
P

P 0 (objectj |wm ) =
P (objectj |wm , objecti )P (objecti |wm−1 ),

(2.3)

i=1,i6=j

j = 1, 2, . . . , n
• wm is visually irrelevant word (e.g. the, by, etc). Given a constant γ as
the likelihood of irrelevant words, the update rule is as follows
P 0 (objectj |wm ) = γP (objectj |wm−1 ), j = 1, 2, . . . , n

(2.4)

This module receives partially decoded utterances back during speech recognition. And then it updates a probability mass function over objects in the
scene to distribute visual attention over a set of objects.

6

2.1.1

Speech Recognition Using Visual Context

The word string output W 0 of their continuous speech recognition system [15] is
searched using a formula such that
W 0 = arg max P (A|W )P (W )

(2.5)

The prior P (A|W ) is estimated from the acoustic signal only without any influence of visual contextual information. While the posterior P (W ) is more tangible
to be evaluated using the visual-grounded language model module. Let suppose
W is a word sequence such that w1 , w2 , . . . , wn . A bigram language model would
approximate P (W ) as
P (W ) = P (w2 |w1 )P (w3 |w2 ) . . . P (wn |wn−1 )

(2.6)

While a class-based bigram language model approximates P (W ) such that
P (W ) = P (w1 |c1 )P (c2 |c1 ) . . . P (cn |cn−1 )P (wn |cn )

(2.7)

The word order collection of P (cn |cn−1 ) is stored in the static class-based
leave-one-speaker-out bigram language model. While P (wn |cn ) can be found in
the dynamic class conditional language models in the second module. There are
three cases of wn that might occur in the prediction. They are
• wn is a visually grounded word of an intra-object property.

P (wn |cn ) =

I
X

λi P (wn |cn , objecti ),

i=1

I
X

λi = 1

(2.8)

i=1

with λ as the prior of the class conditional an object and I is the number of
objects in the visual scene which has been explained in the visual context
module.
• wn is a visually grounded word of a spatial relation.

P (wn |cn ) =

I
X

λi P (wn |cn , target objecti ),

i=1

I
X

λi = 1

(2.9)

i=1

which represents the probability mass function described in the visual-grounded
module in the form of
P (spatial term|word class, target object)
7

• wn is visually ungrounded (irrelevant) word. Here, P (wn |cn ) is estimated
from the static leave-one-speaker-out corpus.

2.1.2

Result

They evaluate the speech recognition system using a dataset of 990 utterances
paired with corresponding visual camera images which was collected from eigh
speakers. A visually-grounded vocabulary and a leave-one-speaker-out class based
bigram language model were generated from the data set. The performance accuracy of the speech recognition system was evaluated with and without the visual
context component.
Table 2.1: Speech recognition word error rates (%). Averaged accross all eight
speakers, using visual context component reduced the word error rate by 31.3%.
Speaker
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average

Without Visual Context
28.2
24.6
26.9
23.7
19.2
21.3
24.3
26.0
24.3

With Visual Context
21.7
14.3
17.2
16.6
14.5
13.3
17.1
18.8
16.7

As we can see from Table 2.1, the visual context component can improve the
accuracy performance of their speech recognition system. The reduction of word
error rate is significant enough by 31.3% of the result without visual context. The
result of their study motivates us to conduct this study to develop image-based
language model.

2.2

Image Feature Extraction

Since image is a very important part of this study, we need to collect the visual
information from an image. Image has many features that are useful to represent
some specific structures of the image in a more computable form as visual information. Some image features are easily recognized by human visual system, such
as color, shape, brightness, texture, etc. There are actually more image features
which are invisible using bare eyes, such as grey-level, edge histogram, and so on.
Those features are also suitable for computational task and effective to represent
an image into a vector of numbers.
8

We use two different methods of extracting image features. Mainly we use the
resource that already is implemented by Arnab Ghosal in this study [1], we name
it AGIFE stands for Arnab Ghosal’s image feature extraction in this thesis. Other
than that, we also use scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) method to extract
the image features from an image.

2.2.1

Arnab Ghosal’s Image Feature Extraction (AGIFE)

The image feature extraction codes implemented by Arnab Ghosal are used in this
study [1]. The study they conducted is used for automatic annotation and contentbased retrieval for images and video. The image feature extraction part is used to
annotate the images given the associated captions.

Figure 2.2: The fixed number of rectangular blocks used in [1].
As described in [1], they use the idea of fixed number of rectangular blocks
instead of object-based image segmentation which probably delivers an issue because it does not deal with object recognition problem which is a very difficult
task. This idea is a kind of solution which deals with two aspects which make image search and retrieval problem relatively more tractable. First, images are usually
paired with descriptive captions which contain side information and are descriptive
to the images. This aspect assumes that there is a common thing that an image and
its caption share. The significant error tolerance is another aspect where the system does not have to obtain high certainty in recognizing objects. The fact is that
a chunk of object in an image chunk might suffice to infer the likelihood of that
object.
However, this study [11] has shown that models trained on rectangular partitions outperform those trained on object-based partitions. As we can see in Figure 2.2, each rectangular block is composed by several chunks of objects that occur in the image. Each block shares enough similar information with other related
blocks in an image or even among images. For example, if there are several other
9

images where a tiger is in the images, the rectangular blocks that contain part of
tiger will have some similarities with the rectangular blocks in Figure 2.2. The
image feature vectors are then used for image annotation using Hidden Markov
Models.
There is another study [2] which used these image feature extraction codes
implemented in [1]. The image feature vectors as the output of the codes are used
to extract the novel sources. There is also another description of how these codes
work. We call these image feature extraction codes as AGIFE to make it easier to
refer.
The algorithm of this AGIFE is splited into three parts where each part aims
to extract different image features. The following structure describes those three
parts of AGIFE.
1. L*a*b color space moments
This part collects 12-dimensional vector of L*a*b color space moments (i.e.
mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, etc).
2. Gray-level co-occurrence statistics
The 20-dimensional vector of gray-level co-occurrence statistics regarding 4
directions (0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees) and 5 properties (energy, correlation,
homogenity, contrast, and entropy) is collected from each image.
3. Oriented edge histogram extracted after applying a Gaussian blur to the
image
A 64-dimensional vector of oriented-edge histograms regarding 8 directions
and 8 different strength is collected.

2.2.2

Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)

The idea of scale invariant feature transform deals with the object recognition problem. As noticed on the previous subsection, object recognition is one of a difficult
task in image extraction. The difficulty problem exists mainly on finding appropriate image features. Based on [12] about the use of dense local features, using local
image descriptors sampled at a numerous number of the same locations can often
achieve the efficient recognition.
The common image feature extraction methods are usually not robust enough
to image translation, scaling, and rotation in order to find the similarities among
images. This means that there is a defect in recognizing objects in images that are
related to each other. SIFT tries to minimize this defect that is caused by some
aspects, we can see the comparison in Figure 2.3 where SIFT can still recognize
78% of the keys from the first image although the second image is rotated by 15
degrees, scaled by a factor of 0.9, stretched by a factor of 1.1 horizontally, and
given some additional pixel noise.
10

Figure 2.3: The first image is the original version. The second image was generated
from the first by rotation, scaling, streching, change of brightness and contrast, and
addition of pixel noise. [5]
Currently correlation-based template matching is used as the common method
for object recognition in many commercial systems. However, when object rotation, scale, illumination, and 3D pose are allowed to vary, template matching
becomes computationally infeasible. There is an alternative method of finding
matches through all image locations in order to extract image features that are partially least invariant. This method is very greedy and highly computational. There
is one approach to identify repeatable image locations using a corner detector. The
local image properties can be measured around those repeatable image locations.
This study is done by Zhang et al. [16] using the Harris corner detector. This approach saves the computation time because it matches regions centered at corner
points of each image instead of correlating regions from one image to the most
possible region in another image. Yet there is a major failure in using the corner
detectors where it fits only at a single scale. When the scale of objects in another
image is variant, these detectors might respond to wrong image points.
David G. Lowe found a new method of image features extraction named Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) in this study [5]. The previous methods were
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less invariant to scale and were more sensitive to projective distortion and illumination change. While in SIFT method, an extensive collection of local feature
vectors which are invariant to image translation, scaling, and rotation, and partially
invariant to illumination changes and affine or 3D projection is obtained from a
transformed-image.
Key localization
Stable key locations are very important to identify the image descriptors with respect to image scale space, translation, scaling, rotation, noise, and distortions.
Those various aspects are numerous enough ti be fulfilled within a difficult task.
However, some studies can support to implement the idea of SIFT. Space scale
analysis needs a smoothing kernel that is only possible by using the Gaussian kernel and its derivatives under some assumptions on scale invariance as shown in [4].
Maxima and minima of a difference of Gaussian function in scale space are selected as key locations to achieve rotation invariance and a high efficiency. Building an image pyramid with resampling between each level can compute this very
efficiently.
Two passes of the 1D Gaussian function can efficiently compute the convolution of separable 2D Gaussian function with the input image in the vertical and
horizontal directions:
g(x) = √

1
2
2
e−x /2σ
2πσ

(2.10)

All smoothing operations are done using σ = 2 for key localization.
First, the input
√
image is convolved with the Gaussian function
√using σ = 2 to result an image A.
With a further incremental smoothing of σ = 2, the Gaussian function is repeated
on image A to obtain an output of image B with the effective smoothing of σ = 2.
The difference between the two Gaussians
be obtained by subtracting image B
√ can√
from image A, resulting in a ratio of 2/ 2 = 2.
The already smoothed image B is resampled using bilinear interpolation with a
pixel spacing of 1.5 in each direction to generate the next pyramid level. Each new
sample will be a constant linear combination of 4 adjacent pixels by using the 1.5
spacing which is efficient to compute. Comparing each pixel in the pyramid to its
8 neighbors determines the maxima and minima of this scale-space function. The
closest pixel location will be calculated at the next lowest level of the pyramid if a
pixel is a maxima or minima at this pyramid level. Otherwise, the test is repeated
for the level above.
Due to the initial smoothing to provide separation of peaks for robust detection,
the highest spatial frequencies will be ignored in case the first level of the pyramid
is sampled at the same rate as the input image. Then the input image is expanded
by a factor of 2 (bilinear interpolation) prior to building the pyramid. For a typical
512 × 512 pixel image, this gives around 1000 key points, four times higher as
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many without the initial expansion.
After obtaining the key locations, we need to maximize the stability of the SIFT
key. Image gradients and orientations are extracted by processing the smoothed image A at each level of the pyramid in order to characterize the image at each key
location. Given a pixel Aij , the image gradients (Mij ) and orientations (Rij ) are
computed as follows.
q
Mij = (Aij − Ai+1,j )2 + (Aij − Ai,j+1 )
(2.11)
Rij = atan2(Aij − Ai+1,j , Ai,j+1 − Aij )

(2.12)

Thresholding the gradient magnitudes at a value of 0.1 times the maximum possible
gradient value can enhance the robustness to illumination change, such as a surface
with 3D relief. The image descriptors are invariant to rotation as each key location
is assigned a canonical orientation. The orientation which is determined by the
peak in a histogram of local image gradient orientations makes it robust enough
against lighting or contrast changes. The histogram covers the 360 degree range of
rotations using 36 bins.
Table 2.2: SIFT key stability on image transformation test.
Image transformation
A. Increase contrast by 1.2
B. Decrease intensity by 0.2
C. Rotate by 20 degrees
D. Scale by 0.7
E. Stretch by 1.2
F. Stretch by 1.5
G. Add 10% pixel noise
H. All of A, B, C, D, E, F, G

Match %
89.0
88.5
85.4
85.1
83.5
77.7
90.3
78.6

Ori %
86.6
85.9
81.0
80.3
76.1
65.0
88.4
71.8

A test was done to measure the stability of the resulting keys from the SIFT
method on a sample of 20 different images. Significant numbers of image transformation are applied to the sample. Table 2.2 shows the percent of keys that are
found at matching locations and scales at the second column, and which match
orientation within 20 degrees of the prediction at the third column.

2.3

Language Model

The language model (LM) is a vital component in many natural language processing applications, such as machine translation, speech recognition system, spelling
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correction, etc. It defines a probability distribution that assigns a likelihood of a
sequence of words (utterance). It can measure how likely that utterance occurs in
a human language. The likelihood is extracted from a give training text corpus that
builds the language model. This model can then be used to represent statistical
grammar of a human language with the help of word ordering and word choices.
Intuitively, the language model should work the way like in the examples below.
• Word order aspect
P (”the rose is red”) > P (”red the is rose”)
• Word choice aspect
P (”the dog is barking”) > P (”the cat is barking”)
A statistical language model computes the joint probability of every word wi
in a sequence of words W = w1 , w2 , . . . , wt using the chain rule as described in
the formula below.
P (w1 , . . . , wt ) = P (w1 ) . . . P (wt |w1 , . . . , wt−1 )
t
Q
=
P (wi |w1 , . . . , wi−1 )

(2.13)

i=1

The condition where t can be any number might give a problem where the long
conditional probability of P (wn |w1 , w2 , . . . , wn−1 ) is not found. An approach to
solve this problem uses a simplifying assumption (e.g. Markov assumption) of limiting the number of history used in the conditional probability. Under the Markov
assumption, given a number of n representing the window length of preceding
words history before wt , the conditional probability would be:
P (wt |w1 , . . . , wt−1 ) ≈ P (wt |wt−(n−1) , . . . , wt−1 )

(2.14)

This makes a language model possible to compute the probability of a sentence
using a short history window.

2.3.1

N-gram Language Model

The Markov assumption underlies the idea of n-gram language model where the
variable n defines the maximum length of preceding word history of the conditional probability. Thus, (2.13) will be modified as follows:
P (w1 , . . . , wt ) =

t
Y

P (wi |wi−(n−1) , . . . , wi−1 )

i=1
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(2.15)

The n-gram language model is computed according to the maximum likelihood estimation. The conditional probability is then calculated from the n-gram
frequency counts of the training corpus.
count(wt−(n−1) , . . . , wt−1 , wt )
wt count(wt−(n−1) , . . . , wt−1 , wt )

P (wt |wt−(n−1) , . . . , wt−1 ) = P

(2.16)

The n-gram language models with n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3 implies the words
unigram, bigram, and trigram language models, respectively. We can generate the
formula to assign the conditional probabilities in unigram, bigram, and trigram
language model by replacing the value of bariable n from (2.15).
Table 2.3: The probability of a sequence of words in unigram, bigram, and trigram
language models.
n-gram
Unigram

Formula
P (w1 , . . . , wt ) =

t
Y

P (wi )

(2.17)

P (wi |wi−1 )

(2.18)

P (wi |wi−2 , wi−1 )

(2.19)

i=1

Bigram

P (w1 , . . . , wt ) =

t
Y
i=1

Trigram

P (w1 , . . . , wt ) =

t
Y
i=1

2.3.2

Word Co-occurrence Language Model

The n-gram language model really extracts the pattern of how word orders might
occur in the statistical grammar. There is somehow an obstacle if the language
model is used to find connected words that occur not sequentially right after a word,
n-gram language model does not cover this information. A set of words that occur
in the same context might actually share a common information that represents a
relation of those words. In this study [6], this language model concerns about the
frequency of two words occur in the same sentence.
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2.3.3

Smoothing

The maximum likelihood estimation in n-gram language model assigns null probability to any word n-gram which does not occur in the training corpus (out-ofvocabularies). The language model basically overestimates the probabilities of
n-grams found in the training data, and tends to underestimate the unseen. Transfering the probability mass from the overestimated to the underestimated ones is
needed to smooth the language model regarding the null probabilities. Two things
in general can be done by using the probability mass for an interpolation with or
for backing off to lower order n-grams. An example of a smoothing algorithm is
absolute discounting smoothing algorithm.
Absolute Discounting
Absolute discounting [8] subtracts a constant discount δ ∈ [0, 1] from each nonzero
count (seen words in the training corpus). It is also called nonlinear discounting.
Using the absolute discounting smoothing method modifies the formula of how to
calculate the conditional probability of a word n-gram, see (2.20).
Pabs (wt |hn ) =

max{count(hn , wt ) − δ, 0}
P
+ γ(hn )Pabs (wt |hn−1 )
wt count(hn , wt )

(2.20)

where, hn = wt−(n−1) , . . . , wt−1 represents the n-gram history of word wt . The
variable γ(hn ) represents the interpolation coefficient. To make all probabilities
sum to 1 (unity), the interpolation coefficient can be modified as follows:
Nunique (hn , •)
γ(hn ) = δ · P
wt count(hn , wt )

(2.21)

Back-off Model
The discounted n-gram model can already reduce the possibility of null probability
or zero estimation while calculating the conditional probability. Yet, there is still
a problem that is linguistically interesting where any unseen word has the same
probability. Thus, two different phrases such as ’I was’ and ’I were’ would obtain
the same probability where ’was’ and ’were’ are unseen in the training corpus.
Back-off model is an alternative to interpolation method in smoothing a language model to avoid zero estimation. It was introduced by Katz in this study [3].
This method uses the lower n-gram models to assign the probability of a word ngram when the history is unseen in the training corpus. Otherwise, a discounted ngram probability P̂ (wt |hn ) is used to cope with the zero estimation. Given α(hn )
which normalizes the back-off probability, the definition of back-off model can be
seen in the equation below.
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Pbo (wt |hn ) =

2.3.4

P̂ (wt |hn )
if count(hn ) > 0
α(hn )Pbo (wt |hn−1 ) otherwise

(2.22)

Evaluation

The quality of a language model is most commonly evaluated by computing the
perplexity which is the probability of the test set normalized by the number of
words. It gives the fluency measurement of a language model in predicting unseen
text in a test set. The lower perplexity implies the higher probability of a sequence
of words. The principal of cross-entropy underlies the perplexity measure on a
sequence of n words where perplexity is modestly the exponential of the cross entropy. Equation (2.23) and (2.24) show the formula of cross-entropy (H(P )) and
perplexity (P P ), respectively.
n

H(P ) = −

1X
log P (wt |hn )
n

(2.23)

t=1

P P = 2H(P )

2.4

(2.24)

K-means Clustering

K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis which distributes t observations
into k clusters by estimating the mean vector of each cluster. It is an unsupervised
learning method because no labels are given in the learning process. The mean
vector of a cluster in k-means clustering is called centroid. An observation is set
into a cluster according to the nearest cluster centroid. The learning process of
k-means clustering is done iteratively until it reaches convergence where there is
no change among the cluster centroids.
The observations in the same cluster are assumed to have similarities because
they are spreaded around the same cluster centroid. Yet, the fact is that they might
have no similarity if a centroid does not cover a group of similar data. It can happen
since the learning process is initialized by choosing k random observations as the
initial centroids. Thus, the algorithm can also lead to some bad solutions.
The distance of an observation and a centroid is measured by using the squared
Euclidean distance. This measurement makes k-means clustering algorithm proceeds to find a minimum for the Error Sum of Squares (SSE) which means that the
covariance matrix between observations within a cluster is equal.
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2.4.1

K-means Clustering Algorithm

The algorithm of k-means clustering is mainly composed by the iteration of finding
the centroids of k clusters from all over the n observations. The formal representation of the algorithm is described as follows:
1. Given a training set T = {x1 , . . . , xt }, where |T | = t and x ∈ Rn . We are
going to group the data into k clusters which are represented by the centroids
K = c1 , . . . , ck .
2. Initialize the cluster centroids M = {µ1 , . . . , µk } and µ ∈ Rn randomly.
3. Repeat the following steps until convergence where Mold = Mnew :
• Find the nearest cluster centroid for each observation x and store the
label of the cluster where each x belongs to. For each i, set
ci := argminj kxi − µj k2

(2.25)

• Recompute the new centroids according to the cluster label of each
observation x. For each j, set
Pt



xi if ci = j
0 otherwise

Pt



1 if ci = j
0 otherwise

i=1

µj :=
i=1
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(2.26)

Chapter 3

Method
3.1

Work Schema

To systemize the steps of implementing and applying the image-based language
model (ILM), we define a schema of how the processes are integrated into a cycle
of steps. We need to define what are the important components and procedures,
then we need to set a procedural plot and make it repeatable to control the result.

Figure 3.1: ILM work schema.
Image feature is a very important part of this study as they are the visual information that is the key of ILM. The design of the processes to fulfill the objective of
this study is done using a cycle of steps on a trial of building ILM. Firstly, we need
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to collect enough amounts of text corpus and image-related data to make a trial on
checking whether this topic of study would give a good sign or not to be explored
more on huge amounts of data. Secondly, from the image data collected we need
to extract some image features to obtain the vector representation that is essential
to generate abstracted-image topics (image label). We split each image into several partitions. Each partition of an image is processed using an image features
extraction program and converted into a vector representation of it. This vector
representation is then quantized into an integer number as the abstracted-image
topic.
After obtaining a set of abstracted-image topics from the image data, we need
to calculate the co-occurrence among the words from the text corpus and the abstracted image topics. This process is actually to build the ILM that exploits image
features in it. Therefore, we can evaluate how this ILM works in predicting words
by comparing the result with the common statistical language model.
From the previous explanation of the cycle of the trial to build ILM, we make
a schema to make it clearer of how the cycle flows over the steps. There are 4 steps
in this cycle described as follows.

3.1.1

Image and text data collection

In this step, we need to collect enough amount of parallel image and caption data,
see Table 3.1. The caption of an image is assumed to have an intuitive relation to
the objects or features in the image, thus they share a common abstracted idea that
supports the aim of this study. Several crawlers were implemented to obtain the
image and text data into several sets for the experiments done in this study. More
detailed descriptions of the data can be found in the next chapter.
After collecting a collection of numerous images and captions, we need to
make several processing steps to make the data usable in the next steps of the work
schema. We do not run any process for the images to prepare the image data, we are
more interested to process the textual data from the captions which have various
conditions. Usually, A lot of textual data from the internet are very noisy. The
noises which usually occur are:
• Meaningless String
The strings occur in this category are usually relevant to non-sense symbols
and punctuation marks. This kind of noise is eliminated from the text corpus.
Example: ......., ,,,,,, , !, ?, ˆ ˆ , !?, etc
• Various String in Upper and Lowercase
The existence of uppercase and lowercase format of a string brings a problem
in creating a list of vocabularies. A single word can have several forms of
combined uppercase and lowercase characters. We need to transform all
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Table 3.1: Parallel image and caption data. The caption describes the the image.
Image

Caption

A wooden chair in the living room

The most famous church in Evora, The
Church of Bones, said to contain over
5,000 bodies within the floor of the church.

on the train, my sister’s bear attracted the
attention of the little girl sitting in front of
us ˆ ˆ

Photos from a trip to a castle tower above
Ljubljana.
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characters of the strings into lowercase to reduce the variant strings of each
word.
Example: They, they, THEY, etc
• Numbers
We consider numbers in number format as irregular form of strings. They
are converted to the form of alphabetic words.
Example: 1990, 2012, 5, 000, etc
• License or Company Label
Some data obtained from the news websites are usually marked with license
and company label. We remove those strings because they are found in each
text document.
Example: - latimes.com, Copyright &copy; ..., etc
• HTML code
The news websites tend to have various templates in labeling each component on the news page through years. Based on the observation, we found
that LA Times1 has different labels for the image link, title of the news, body
of the news, inner HTML, JavaScript, etc. Thus, many HTML codes are still
found in some documents. They are converted to empty strings because they
are not part of the news.
Example: textSize(), function showextras(), etc
All captions collected by the crawler are then processed based on the type of
noise using a noise removal program. Some are removed from the data, some are
converted into different form as what have been explained. The output of this noise
removal process can then be used in the next steps of the work schema. Table 3.2
shows the converted captions after the noise removal program is used.

3.1.2

Image features extraction and quantization

The essence of image-based language modeling is the additional image features
which help a statistical language model in assigning probability among associated
words. A raw corpus containing image+caption data is not directly able to build
an ILM, we need to pass the data through several steps until both the images and
captions are ready to be paired to generate the count files which are necessary for
building a language model.
The previous section has explained of how the captios are processed to clean
the captions from noises. While this step processes the images to provide more
1

http://www.latimes.com
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Table 3.2: The effect of using noise removal program on the captions.
Original caption
A wooden chair in the living room
The most famous church in Evora,
The Church of Bones, said to contain over 5,000 bodies within the
floor of the church.
on the train, my sister’s bear attracted the attention of the little girl
sitting in front of us ˆ ˆ
Photos from a trip to a castle tower
above Ljubljana.

After noise removal
a wooden chair in the living room
the most famous church in Evora
the church of bones said to contain
over five thousand bodies within the
floor of the church
on the train my sister’s bear attracted the attention of the little girl
sitting in front of us
photos from a trip to a castle tower
above ljubljana

readable data representing them. The image features extraction is done using the
AGIFE which divide an image into several frames. The vectors of the frames are
then combine into a compounded-vector containing L*a*b color moment space
(12-dimensional LMOM vector), gray level co-occurence statistics (20-dimensional
COOC vector), and oriented edge histogram (64-dimensional SEA vector) values.
These vectors are then quantized using a set of procedures into integers. This set
of procedure is further explained in Section 3.2.

3.1.3

Co-occurrence calculation

Further after the previous step step we will evaluate the performance of ILM on
predicting words by checking the perplexity values obtained from a set of test data.
There is a specific formula which is explained in Section 3.3. This specific formula requires two count files of the co-occurrences. One contains the information
of words triggering the related image labels or visual terms. The other one is a
collection of visual terms which trigger the associated words. In this step we need
to generate those two count files which are used by the ILM.
LSVLM is used to build the bigram models from the mixed strings between
the text corpus obtained at the first step and the related image labels. We need to
build to the count files which contain a set of data to compute the probability of
a sequence of words/a sentence. To mix the words and the image labels (cid), we
define two patterns of string given below.
• Default Pattern
cid <space> the word <space> #
This pattern is used to provide the count file for P (w2 |cid).
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• Reversed Pattern
the word <space> cid <space> #
This pattern is used to provide the count file for P (cid|w1 ).
Other than the count files, we also need a file containing all unique image labels
that are available on the vocabulary file. We by default use integer numbers from
1 to K which is the number of available abstracted-image topics. Given those
three important files, the ILM is able to compute the probability of a sequence of
words. The perplexity score is derived from that probability as the output of ILM.
Several experiments were set and done to measure how well the ILM predicts the
associated words and reduces the perplexity of a test set. The description of those
experiments can be found in Section 4.2

3.1.4

Result analysis

We need to analyze whether the ILM works properly or not, and how it can improve the result comparing to the common statistical language model based on the
perplexity computed from the probability calculated by ILM. This step offers an
option of rerunning the cycle with some changes and improvements of the training data and the processes according to the result of the previous subsection. In
case the result does not show reasonable scores, we need to find any entity of the
procedures that might cause this and do some modification or improvement.

3.2

Image Quantization

Following up the previous description of the image features extraction and quantization step, we are now discussing more specifically the image quantization procedure. The image quantization process is needed because we need a set of representative string to pair the words on the captions. Those three vectors (LMOM, COOC,
and SEA) from all parts of the algorithm are concatenated into a 96-dimensional
image feature vector for each image. This vector is not ready to be paired with
the words as it is a long vector and might not share similarities with other image
feature vectors. We need to reduce the variety of image feature vectors to a specific
number of variant vectors.
The collection of the compounded-vectors (I = img1 , . . . , imgn ) defines the
k centroids (K = c1 , . . . , ck ) from k-means clustering algorithm. The clustering
process is done in a partial set of training data. This partial clustering is a good
solution for some computational problems occur due to the huge size of the training
data and the limitation of the software. Each cluster refers to an abstracted-image
topic, and the label of each cluster is represented by an integer number (cid). Given
these centroids K, we can easily classify each compounded-vector to the cluster
where it belongs. A set of integers from the classification is actually the output
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of the image features extraction and quantization step. These integers are ready
to be used for building the ILM. Overall, this set of clustering and classification
processes directly converts a 96-dimensional features vector into an integer which
is simple and short.
Given an image example, the whole sequential procedures for this image quantization step can be seen in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Image quantization procedures.
Description

Visualization

An image A (imgA ) is passed
to the image features extraction function.
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Description

Visualization

Image A is then resized to
image B (imgÂ ) with the
size of 250 × 350 pixels.

Image B is splitted into several rectangular blocks. In
this example, we use a grid
size of 2 × 3.

Each rectangular block
(imgÂ,i ) is represented
by a 96-dimensional feature vector.
This long
vector is then classified
according to the nearest
centroid of abstracted-image
topic, where cidÂ,i
=
argminj d(imgÂ,i , cj ). The
label of the cluster where the
features vector belongs to is
considered as the quantizedimage in a form of an integer
number.
After those procedures are done, we will obtain a set of cids from all images.
Basically these image quantization procedures transform an image into a vector of
several integer numbers. If these procedures are encapsulated in a function IQ(x),
where x is an image, then the cids are the output of this function.
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< cid1 , . . . , cidn >= IQ(x)

3.3

(3.1)

Image-based Language Model

The existence of abstracted-image topics (image labels) on ILM brings a difference
on how to compute the probability of a sequence of words. The idea of computing
the probability is according to the predicted-image labels from a sequence of words
on a test set. A particular word will then generate all possible image labels that
are related to it. From those related-image labels (cids), we can then find which
related-image labels that predict the next word (w2 ) after the particular word (w1 ),
see Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: The image labels (cids) connect between w1 and w2 .
The relation of the w1 and cidi is stored in P (cidi |w1 ), while the relation of the
w2 and cidi is represented as P (w2 |cidi ). Then we modify the common formula
of P (w2 |w1 ) using both probabilities we have using the image labels (cidi ) as the
mediator. These cids are the intersection between a set of cids that is related with
w1 and a set of cids that is related with w2 . If the intersection is a null set, the
back-off model will be used to avoid the null probability.
P (w2 |w1 ) =

I
X

P (w2 |cidi )P (cidi |w1 )

i=1
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(3.2)

We go through all possible cids that connect w1 and w2 , and sum the probability of a sequence w1 w2 to find the probability of two words sequentially occur.
Respectively we use this formula to compute the probability of an input sentence
by finding all related-image labels that connect between two words, see Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The image labels (cids) connect among words in a sentence of
w1 . . . wt .
Derived from the formula of bigram language model in (2.18), we can generate
a more general sentence probability formula in ILM. Given T is the lenght of a
sequence of words and I is the number of variant abstracted-image topics, we
substitute the bigram conditional probability using (3.2).
P (w1 . . . wt ) = P (w2 |w1 ) . . . P (wt |w(t−1) )
T
Q
P (wt |w(t−1) )
=
=

t=2
T P
I
Q

(3.3)

P (wt |cidi )P (cidi |w(t−1) )

t=2 i=1

The output of that formula shows how likely the input sentence occurs according to the ’knowledge’ from the training corpus. ILM gives the contribution to a
statistical language model in computing the probability of a sequence of words by
connecting words with abstracted-image topics which are extracted from images.

3.4

Stop Words Filtering

Commonly known that stop words have very high frequencies in most text corpora. The word ’the’, ’in’, ’at’, ’to’, etc are highly potential to be considered as
the associated words of a particular word by using the ILM simple sentence probability formula in (3.2) only. In order to find the proper associated words of a
particular word, we need to somehow ’normalize’ the formula in (3.2) based on
the frequency of each candiate of the associated words. There are some options to
do this ’normalization’, but in this study we apply a range-based filtering method
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to reduce the possibility of high frequent non associated words pop up on the top
associated words list. Based on an observation of the probability distribution in the
training data, we define a range of probabilities where most stop words and very
low frequent words occur. This range is spreaded on a set of probabilities that fall
between 0.0001 to 0.01 (exclusive). Thus, the conditional probabilty (3.2) is a bit
modified since the range is applied.

P (w2 |w1 ) =

 

I
P


P (w2 |cidi )P (cidi |w1 )

 i=1
P (w2 )

if 0.01 < P (w2 ) < 0.0001

I

P


P (w2 |cidi )P (cidi |w1 ) otherwise


(3.4)

i=1

The new formula is not normalized toward unity. We just use this range filtering
for finding associated words task. The effect of using this filtering can be seen in
the discussion of the experiments done in this study.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation
Having all the work schema, its procedures, and the image-based language modeling method, we need to evaluate of how well the ILM works according to the
objectives of this study. This chapter discusses the data used and the experiments
done in this thesis, respectively.

4.1

Data

The data collection step was done several times, we have collected in general three
different image+caption corpora. The first two corpora were used to conduct a
preliminary experiment to see how well the work schema of this study works. The
third corpus is a huge corpus that is mainly used in the experiments in this thesis.

4.1.1

Disaster Topic Data

The collection of this corpus is rather small. It contains 495 parallel image+caption
data. We use a crawler program to collect all of those data from the official website
of LA Times1 . The domain of this small corpus is specified on the search module
of disaster related-topic data.
Table 4.1: Statistical information of the disaster topic corpus.
#images
495

#words
342,596

#words
692.1

The caption from each paralel image+caption data is rather noisy as noticed in
Section 3.1. It is actually a news written in several paragraphs. The image available
in this pair is related to the content of the news.
1

http://www.latimes.com
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4.1.2

Fashion Topic Data

A collection of this parallel image+caption data is downloadable from Tamaraberg2 .
A medium size corpus which contains 37098 images and their captions. This corpus is domain specific which is limited fashion topic. The images show many
accessories and fashion stuffs for women. The caption of each image describes the
image itself. The weaknesses of this corpus are its domain and the proportion of the
images. All images in this corpus contain an object with white or grey background,
Figure 4.2 shows several image examples of this corpus. With this proportion, the
corpus has no significant effect on the ILM.

Figure 4.1: Some example images from fashion topic data.
There are 27 directories representing 27 different shapes with 4 variant general
objects (bag, earrings, tie, and shoes) in this corpus. See Table 4.2 for the statistical
information of this corpus. However, a small experiment conducted using this data
in the preliminary study of this thesis, but the result is not reported in this thesis.
2

http://tamaraberg.com/attributesDataset/index.html
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Table 4.2: Statistical information of the fashion topic corpus.
#images
37098

4.1.3

#words
1,249,143

#words
33.7

General Domain Data

In this thesis, we mainly use this general domain data which are actually a set of
1 million parallel image+caption files. The topic in this set is general, there are
pictures about natures, animals, activitites, people, objects, etc. This collection is
also used in this study [10]. Those images and captions are crawled from Flickr3 .
From this 1 million parallel files, we split them into two different sets which are
the training sets and a test set. The tables below show the statistical information of
this corpus regarding the training and test set.
• Training sets
There are mainly three traiing sets used in this thesis. They are training sets
with 40, 000, 100, 000, and 500, 000 images.
Table 4.3: Statistical information of the training sets of the general
topic corpus.

#images
40,000
100,000
500,000
1,000,000

#words
492,563
1,243,107
6,207,078
12,331,912

#words
12.3
12.4
12.4
12.3

• Test set
The images and captions in this set are mutually exclusive from the training
sets.
Table 4.4: Statistical information of the test set of the general topic
corpus.

#images
26,364
3

#words
324,049

http://www.flickr.com
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#words
12.3

4.1.4

Associated Words Test Set

This data was collected manually by spreading a survey form onto 15 participants
consisting 6 males and 9 females from the range of 22-29 years old. Each participant was given 10 keywords, and they were asked to write down 10 most associated
words for each keyword. There are 30 keywords selected based on a random observation through the images in this test set. Thus 50 wrods collected were collected
from 5 different participants for each keyword. The average number of unique associated words are 39 words for each keyword. While if we consider the minimum
frequency of word agreement, the number of unique associated words can be seen
in the table below.
Table 4.5: The number of unique associated words based on word
agreement.

Minimum Frequency
1
2
3

Unique Associated Word(s)
39
7.5
1

This test set is used to evaluate the ILM in finding associated words task which
is explained in Section 4.2.2. The unique associated words from this test set can be
found on Appendix A.

4.2

Experiments

The evaluation of the ILM was done by performing some experiments. According
to the aims of this thesis, we basically ran two sets of experiments. The first set
of experiments was done to evaluate the ILM in reducing perplexity of the test
set. The other set was done to evaluate how well the ILM can find associated
words given a small test set based on the observation through the images in the
training corpus. The following subsections explain the detail and result of those
two experiments.

4.2.1

Reducing Perplexity

As we know that the lower perplexity of a sequence of words implies the higher
probability assigned for that sequence. That is the fundamental of performing this
set of experiments. Using the test set described in 4.1.3, several experiments were
done in reducing perplexity task based on various parameters such as:
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• n-gram
• image feature extraction method
• number of abstracted-image topics (K)
• grid size of the rectangular block
• the training set used to build the language models

Table 4.6: The comparison of using ILM and basic n-gram LM.
LM Type
Unigram LM
Bigram LM
Trigram LM
Image LM
Image LM
Image LM

IFE Method
AGIFE
SIFT SS
SIFT VL

Perplexity
743.99
818.57
513.03
734.48
751.27
745.57

Total InVoc
306368
306368
306368
306368
306368
306368

As we can see from Table 4.6, the ILM has significantly shown that it does
something to reduce the perplexity of the test set. Generally we cannot really compare the ILM to the bigram and trigram language models because the ILM works
more comparable with the unigram language model. While on the various image
feature extraction codes used on this experiment, we found that AGIFE works better in reducing the perplexity of the test set. The concept of SIFT seemed to work
better on the ILM because it recognizes the key locations of obejcts which occur in
an image. However, the numbers of SIFT keys are rather various among images,
thus the count files which provide paired words and image labels are not proportionally balanced. While AGIFE splits an image into a certain number of blocks
for all images.
Based on the result of the first experiment, we used AGIFE to run some other
experiments using various K and grid size of the image feature extraction code.
We ran three general experiments on three different size of data.
• This experiment was done using the AGIFE and 40,000 images training set.
Table 4.7: The comparison of using ILM with 40,000 images.

K
100
100
100

Grid Size
2x3
5x7
10x14
34

Perplexity
737.90
737.25
738.30

K
Grid Size
200
2x3
200
5x7
200
10x14
400
2x3
400
5x7
400
10x14
1000
2x3
1000
5x7
1000
10x14
Unigram

Perplexity
737.71
735.74
737.27
739.29
734.48
742.08
741.01
740.12
734.45
743.99

Based on the result from Table 4.7, we can see that the configuration the ILM
where K = 1000 and 10 × 14 grid size for the AGIFE is used obtains the
least average perplexity of the test set.
• This experiment was done using the AGIFE and 100,000 images training set.
Table 4.8: The comparison of using ILM with 100,000 images.

K
Grid Size
100
2x3
100
5x7
100
10x14
200
2x3
200
5x7
200
10x14
400
2x3
400
5x7
400
10x14
1000
2x3
1000
5x7
1000
10x14
Unigram

Perplexity
808.49
809.37
810.52
807.60
807.84
809.17
807.74
806.34
813.44
807.21
804.06
806.06
817.69

In this experiment, we found that using the configuration of K = 1000 and
5 × 7 grid size for the AGIFE can yield the least average perplexity of the
test set.
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• This experiment was done using the AGIFE and 500,000 images training set.
Table 4.9: The comparison of using ILM with 500,000 images.

K
Grid Size
100
2x3
100
5x7
100
10x14
200
2x3
200
5x7
200
10x14
400
2x3
400
5x7
400
10x14
1000
2x3
1000
5x7
1000
10x14
Unigram

Perplexity
899.69
902.12
903.49
898.06
900.57
902.09
896.28
899.21
910.53
893.83
907.44
905.88
911.44

Here, the configuration of K = 1000 and 2 × 3 grid size for the AGIFE
obtains the least average perplexity of the test set.
According to the analysis of the result of those three experiments, we can see
the configuration of K = 1000 obtains the least perplexity of the test set. Based
on the fluctuation on the table for each K with various grid size for the AGIFE,
we cannot really infer the best grid size for general configuration. An assumption
of different centroids from the k-means clustering algorithm used in the image
feature extraction and quantization step might cause this result and can be tested in
the future work. Overall, we have shown in this set of experiments that ILM can
reduce the perplexity of the test set by comparing the average perplexity obtained
by the unigram language model.

4.2.2

Finding Associated Words

The intuition of an abstracted idea when people pick a topic on an ongoing conversation underlies this task of finding associated words. We have performed an
experiment by comparing the lists of associated words as the output of a word
co-occurrence language model and the list of associated words from the ILM.
This experiment was done using the best configuration of the ILM on 40,000 image+caption training data. The configuration is described as follows:
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• AGIFE
• K = 1000
• Grid size of 10 × 14
• 40,000 images training set
The table below shows a brief result of the top-10 associated words of the word
’beach’ and ’lamp’.
Table 4.10: The top-10 associated words of two example words.

Beach
Word Cooc
ca
florida
ball
oregon
towel
california
near
later
typical
relaxing

Lamp

Image LM
sand
sail
ocean
harbor
beach
clouds
distance
lone
coast
ship

Word Cooc
post
shade
finally
resting
cars
ever
lit
makes
portrait
pole

Image LM
candle
lit
lamp
stained
flash
lights
night
theater
light
photoshop

Roughly seeing the table above, we can say that the result of using the ILM
in finding associated words is intuitively better than using the word co-occurrence
language model. This result has actually shown that the ILM holds a significant
role in connecting words that share the same abstracted-image topic. Further than
comparing the raw result of this experiment, we evaluate this experiment by using
the small test set of associated words. The precision, recall, and F-score of each
list of associated words were calculated according to the test set on two different
minimum frequency of word agreement (> 0 and > 1).
Table 4.11: The evaluation result of finding associated words experiment.

LM Type
Word Cooc
Image LM
Word Cooc

mfreq
>0
>0
>0

Top n-th
10
10
50
37

Precision
0.270
0.360
0.025

Recall
0.069
0.097
0.032

F-score
0.109
0.153
0.028

LM Type
Image LM
Word Cooc
Image LM
Word Cooc
Image LM
Word Cooc
Image LM
Word Cooc
Image LM

mfreq
>0
>0
>0
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1

Top n-th
50
100
100
10
10
50
50
100
100

Precision
0.053
0.011
0.020
0.070
0.190
0.008
0.021
0.004
0.007

Recall
0.070
0.027
0.052
0.089
0.240
0.056
0.141
0.047
0.094

F-score
0.060
0.015
0.029
0.078
0.211
0.015
0.036
0.007
0.013

The result of the table above shows that the ILM can achieve higher average
F-score for both conditions where the minimum frequency for word agreement are
> 0 and > 1. The ILM can even improve the F-score almost three times higher in
the case where the minimum frequency of word agreement is > 1. Yet, the F-score
seems to be rather low in general. An assumption for this condition is that there
are many possible associated words given a particular word. The size of the test
set for this task is also rather small and might just represents small amount of the
possible associated words since there are only 7.5 words that are agreed by more
than 1 participant for each keyword. It shows that there are really many possible
associated words based on the assumption to this result.

Figure 4.2: The precision and recall graph of finding the associated words experiment.
The figure above shows us the precision and recall graph for this experiment. It
shows that the ILM shifts the curve from the word co-occurrence language model
up and right which implies there is a gain in the precision and recall of the re38

sult. The lists of associated words from both the ILM and the word co-occurrence
language model can be seen in Appendix B.
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Chapter 5

Discussions
Image-based language modeling covers the existence of the abstracted-image topics into a statistical language model. The knowledge of that visual information
improves the performance of an ASR system really supports this concept of the
abstracted-image topics. However, that knowledge was only tested in a very small
domain. Having the methods to extract image features and given some other studies, image-based language modeling method is implemeted. The implementation
of this method is realized in an image-based language model (ILM).
As shown in the evaluation chapter that using the ILM can reduce the perplexity significantly on the test set which domain is rather general. However, there is
a question regarding how well the ILM can reduce the perplexity generally. The
argument to support the answer is the concept of abstracted-image topics on assigning probability of a test set. If a sentence is rather descriptive and has words that
are visually grounded, the effect of using the ILM should be effective. Moreover,
the abstracted-image topics provide the shared topics that are not labeled in any
sense that a human can directly understand. The use of these topics is to associate
words that occur in any sentence which share the same topics. This might support
the result obtained in finding associated words task on the previous chapter. In
the ILM, those abstracted-image topics are transformed into integer numbers that
represent any kind of sense to technically ease the implementation of the ILM.

5.1

Issues

There are some issues that might give any influence on the performance of the ILM.
The count files that exist as the component of the ILM is reflexive. Thus, the same
word might occur after a given particular word in finding the associated words, also
the probabilities of w1 w2 and w2 w1 are equal. This might bring a problem in any
bigram order in case w1 w2 makes any sense while w2 w1 does not.
Another issue is to do with the stop words filtering method which is not normalized unto unity. This issue is not covered in this thesis as we just intend to obtain a
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list of associated words. A normalization process might have any influence to the
ILM in finding the associated words.

5.2

Possible Applications using The ILM

Based on the concept, the data, and the plot of the ILM, the ILM might be an
innovation if used or embedded in any application in language and communication
technologies domain.
The plot of finding associated words goes from classifying image blocks to
the existing clusters, assigning the image labels to the words, and then finding the
associated words. This plot is actually reversible for another task which is finding
the associated images, given a particular word or even a sequence of words. By
representing each image in a set of integer numbers as the abstracted-image topics,
we might be able to find the relevant image labels according to the input string.
However, the number of clusters or abstracted-image topics should be high enough
to cover more possible. These abstracted-image topics are not directly related to
any object. Thus the associated images would not only be the images where the
same object occurs, but where the image label occurs.
By obtaining the list of associated words, the ILM might assign higher probability to the words that are visually high-related. This list can be used to complement the word sense disambiguation task where the visual information might
jusxtapose two words that are visually more senseful. Having this additional information from the visual modal system might cover more senses of a given word or
phrase based on the abstracted-image topics in the ILM.
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Chapter 6

Summary, Conclusions and
Future Work
The image-based language modeling method is a statistical language model that
assign the probability of a sequence of words using visual terms to connect words in
that sequence. The abstracted-image topics are introduced in this thesis to improve
the statistical language model. Based on several experiments done to fulfill the
aims of this thesis, we found that the ILM can reduce the perplexity of the test
set significantly using a certain configuration of various parameters. Moreover, the
ILM works better in finding the associated words of a particular word comparing
to performance of the word co-occurrence language model.
The results of the evaluation of the ILM shows that the abstracted-image topics
helps a language model in associating words that share visual information. The
visual information connects more related words among the captions in the training
corpus. This might support an intuition where visual context holds a significant
role in sentence generation.
Based on the discussion in the previous chapter, we know that there are some
issues on this image-based language modeling method. As part of the future works
from this thesis, the relexsiveness of the ILM should be researched regarding its
effects, advantage, disadvatange, and a solution to deprive this attribute. The stop
word filtering method should be explored more and probably completed toward
unity, as seen in (3.4), there should be a complementary formula to summarize all
probability equal to 1. Other that those issues, we need to find the how influential
all parameters (K, grid size, etc) in the work schema of the image-based language
modeling really are.
A more advanced future work would be to conduct a research of the reversed
work of the image-based language modeling to find the most assosicated images
given a particular word or phrase. Conducting a study of using the ILM on word
disambiguation task is also part of the future works based on the assumption noted
in the previous chapter.
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Appendix A
A.1 Associated Words Test Set
Keyword

baby

beach

bird

box

bridge

building

car

Associated Words
cry (5), mother (2), feed (2), white (1), turtle (1), trouble (1), toy (1), tired (1), sweet
(1), start (1), son (1), small (1), sleep (1), sick (1), scream (1), pram (1), poop (1), noise
(1), night (1), milk (1), meal (1), little (1), learn (1), knitting (1), honey (1), home (1),
hands (1), hair (1), grow (1), girl (1), food (1), father (1), family (1), eyes (1), eat (1),
cute (1), cuddle (1), crib (1), crawl (1), child (1), boy (1), born (1), banana (1), adorable
(1)
sun (3), sand (3), hot (3), water (2), sunny (2), sunglasses (2), shell (2), sea (2), bikini
(2), wave (1), volleyball (1), umbrella (1), tan (1), surf (1), sunscreen (1), suncream (1),
sunblocker (1), summer (1), sit (1), shade (1), sandy (1), sandcastle (1), rocky (1), public
(1), private (1), open (1), north (1), lotion (1), ice (1), holiday (1), dirty (1), crowded
(1), cream (1), coconut (1), cocktail (1), closed (1), clean (1), children (1), boyfriend
(1)
feather (4), eagle (4), wing (3), sky (3), nest (3), fly (3), sparrow (2), owl (2), hawk (2),
crow (2), animal (2), wings (1), trees (1), sunset (1), song (1), small (1), sing (1), prey
(1), pigeon (1), peak (1), partridge (1), parrot (1), free (1), fowl (1), flying (1), eggs (1),
countryside (1), chipping (1), chicken (1), bean (1), angry (1)
paper (3), surprise (2), store (2), moving (2), carton (2), wood (1), thing (1), storage (1),
square (1), sports (1), shopping (1), sell (1), ring (1), rabbit (1), present (1), plot (1),
plastic (1), pencil (1), pen (1), pauper (1), packing (1), package (1), office (1), new (1),
mail (1), light (1), keep (1), juke (1), hidden (1), heavy (1), haul (1), food (1), deliver
(1), cube (1), container (1), collect (1), clown (1), case (1), carry (1), cardboard (1),
bring (1), black (1), big (1), archive (1)
river (5), car (3), jump (2), cross (2), build (2), wooden (1), windy (1), wind (1), white
(1), weather (1), water (1), war (1), walk (1), troll (1), tram (1), sun (1), strong (1),
speed (1), sea (1), safety (1), rock (1), people (1), over (1), move (1), long (1), lion (1),
island (1), height (1), game (1), fresh (1), fishing (1), fish (1), destroy (1), current (1),
collapse (1), cliff (1), city (1), chain (1), card (1), burn (1), bike (1)
house (4), city (4), window (2), university (2), tall (2), stone (2), skyscraper (2), school
(2), office (2), hospital (2), work (1), white (1), urban (1), town (1), structure (1), square
(1), security (1), rent (1), realestate (1), people (1), modern (1), living (1), hight (1),
high-rise (1), guard (1), flat (1), facility (1), concrete (1), clay (1), central (1), castle (1),
campus (1), business (1), appartment (1), apartment (1), alarm (1)
vehicle (4), wheel (3), transportation (3), fast (3), tire (2), license (2), engine (2), drive
(2), accident (2), window (1), white (1), wheels (1), transport (1), transit (1), silver (1),
road (1), red (1), radio (1), racing (1), race (1), plate (1), manual (1), luxury (1), jeep
(1), insurance (1), gasoline (1), fuel (1), freeway (1), ford (1), fasten (1), emision (1),
driving (1), driver (1), black (1), belt (1), automatic (1)
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Keyword

cat

city

dog

field

flower

grass

house

lamp

park

Associated Words
meow (3), woman (2), persian (2), mouse (2), house (2), food (2), eye (2), dog (2), black
(2), witch (1), wild (1), ugly (1), street (1), spoiled (1), spastic (1), small (1), sleep (1),
silent (1), scratch (1), pow (1), play (1), pillow (1), pet (1), person (1), milk (1), lazy
(1), kitten (1), jump (1), impolite (1), garden (1), fur (1), fluffy (1), fat (1), eyes (1),
dirty (1), claws (1), chicken (1), bite (1), animal (1), alexis (1)
people (4), bus (4), work (2), shops (2), park (2), metro (2), buildings (2), zebra (1),
walk (1), village (1), travel (1), transport (1), tram (1), town (1), time (1), taxi (1), study
(1), streets (1), street (1), skyscrapper (1), skyscraper (1), school (1), noise (1), mayor
(1), malls (1), live (1), lights (1), lamp (1), grey (1), fast (1), crowds (1), crowded (1),
crowd (1), country (1), citizen (1), cars (1), capital (1), bridge (1), big (1)
leash (3), bone (3), street (2), shepherd (2), play (2), pet (2), bite (2), barking (2), years
(1), woof (1), wolf (1), wag (1), training (1), teeth (1), stray (1), smile (1), scary (1), run
(1), puppy (1), police (1), person (1), meat (1), loyal (1), lick (1), jump (1), house (1),
hound (1), hachiko (1), guard (1), food (1), cute (1), chihuahua (1), cat (1), brown (1),
breathing (1), basset (1), basket (1), bark (1), assistant (1), animal (1)
green (3), research (2), football (2), farm (2), work (1), whistle (1), water (1), volleyball
(1), trees (1), traveling (1), train (1), tennis (1), sun (1), summer (1), study (1), studies
(1), spring (1), sport (1), spectator (1), soccer (1), rye (1), run (1), rice (1), profession
(1), play (1), plants (1), nature (1), match (1), hot (1), happy (1), ground (1), gross (1),
grass (1), fruit (1), fresh (1), freedom (1), flowers (1), far (1), day (1), cultivate (1), corn
(1), breathe (1), big (1), benches (1), air (1)
spring (3), smell (3), yellow (2), rose (2), pink (2), petal (2), colorful (2), color (2),
wreath (1), wall (1), sun (1), summer (1), stem (1), sensitive (1), scented (1), red (1),
power (1), pot (1), plant (1), petals (1), pattern (1), orange (1), meadow (1), leaves (1),
grow (1), green (1), garden (1), fresh (1), daisy (1), crown (1), colors (1), child (1), bud
(1), bright (1), bouquet (1), bloom (1), bee (1), bed (1), beautiful (1), basket (1)
green (5), tree (2), insects (2), ground (2), garden (2), fresh (2), flower (2), field (2),
yard (1), woods (1), water (1), vegetation (1), trim (1), summer (1), spring (1), spider
(1), pest (1), party (1), neighbor (1), mowing (1), life (1), leave (1), lawn (1), land (1),
insect (1), house (1), herbal (1), growth (1), grasshopper (1), golf (1), forest (1), football
(1), earth (1), dirty (1), decoration (1), cow (1), countryside (1), ants (1), ant (1)
roof (3), wooden (2), window (2), room (2), home (2), garden (2), floor (2), door (2),
white (1), warm (1), wall (1), street (1), stone (1), small (1), sleep (1), silent (1), privacy
(1), oven (1), number (1), music (1), live (1), lawn (1), large (1), lake (1), kitchen (1),
huge (1), gate (1), furniture (1), family (1), doorbell (1), cozy (1), comfortable (1),
carpet (1), calm (1), brick (1), bird (1), big (1), bell (1), bed (1), beautiful (1), bathroom
(1)
light (4), night (3), table (2), street (2), neon (2), electricity (2), dark (2), bulb (2), yellow
(1), work (1), white (1), watt (1), turn (1), tungsten (1), switch (1), study (1), stand (1),
room (1), power (1), plug (1), philips (1), lightening (1), led (1), lava (1), illuminate (1),
ikea (1), heat (1), halogen (1), furniture (1), foot (1), flashlight (1), energy (1), dest (1),
design (1), daylight (1), cord (1), candle (1), bright (1), blackout (1)
bench (3), trees (2), green (2), grass (2), children (2), car (2), wild (1), water (1), tree
(1), swing (1), swan (1), sun (1), state (1), sit (1), screaming (1), retiro (1), read (1),
ranger (1), pond (1), playground (1), play (1), picnic (1), pets (1), people (1), path (1),
nation (1), moms (1), lawn (1), laugh (1), lake (1), korean (1), happy (1), gazebo (1),
fun (1), fountain (1), flowers (1), duck (1), community (1), city (1), central (1), calm
(1), bike (1), autumn (1)
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Keyword

people

pot

rock

room

shoes

sky

snow

stone

street

Associated Words
friends (3), family (3), person (2), annoying (2), walking (1), ugly (1), tiny (1), tall (1),
talking (1), talk (1), street (1), strangers (1), society (1), smart (1), pub (1), obnoxious
(1), night (1), nice (1), nation (1), meet (1), mall (1), love (1), loud (1), know (1),
intelligent (1), handsome (1), group (1), go (1), generally (1), friendly (1), festival (1),
face (1), different (1), cute (1), crowds (1), crowded (1), crowd (1), couple (1), come
(1), city (1), citizens (1), circle (1), character (1), care (1)
cook (4), hot (3), water (2), tea (2), plant (2), food (2), buy (2), break (2), wash (1), tree
(1), spspoon (1), sound (1), smoking (1), slur (1), serve (1), round (1), rice (1), pottery
(1), pan (1), meal (1), marijuana (1), liquid (1), kitchen (1), iron (1), home (1), herd (1),
gardening (1), fragile (1), flower (1), eat (1), drink (1), cooking (1), clean (1), chinese
(1), ceramics (1), care (1), bowl (1), boil (1), bamboo (1)
stone (4), music (3), mountain (3), hard (3), climb (3), river (2), you (1), work (1), wave
(1), walk (1), throw (1), strong (1), song (1), singer (1), sea (1), roll (1), rocker (1), red
(1), power (1), of (1), nature (1), hill (1), heavy (1), happy (1), grass (1), fun (1), forest
(1), firm (1), find (1), falling (1), excursion (1), dangerous (1), cloud (1), cliff (1), carry
(1), bruises (1), bridge (1), big (1), and (1), ages (1)
table (4), bed (4), window (3), house (2), home (2), bright (2), watch (1), warm (1), wall
(1), space (1), smoking (1), sleep (1), relaxing (1), privacy (1), paint (1), office (1), no
(1), living (1), light (1), leave (1), large (1), furniture (1), flower (1), floor (1), enter (1),
eat (1), door (1), decorate (1), cozy (1), couch (1), computer (1), closed (1), clean (1),
chair (1), building (1), box (1), big (1), bench (1), bath (1), balcony (1)
heels (3), warm (2), walk (2), size (2), leather (2), buy (2), boots (2), women (1), wet (1),
wedges (1), wear (1), tights (1), stand (1), sport (1), socks (1), small (1), skirt (1), shop
(1), season (1), scary (1), sandals (1), run (1), red (1), purple (1), price (1), platform (1),
oxford (1), nice (1), new (1), moccasin (1), look (1), football (1), flat (1), expensive (1),
confidence (1), comfortable (1), color (1), cold (1), choice (1), black (1), beautiful (1),
bag (1)
blue (5), bird (5), sun (4), cloud (4), rain (3), plane (3), wind (2), weather (2), high (2),
bright (2), tv (1), thunder (1), rocket (1), rainbow (1), parachute (1), night (1), moon
(1), limit (1), jump (1), helicopter (1), heaven (1), flying (1), fly (1), flight (1), dark (1),
cloudy (1), clear (1), airplane (1)
cold (5), winter (4), white (4), ice (3), temperature (2), jacket (2), freeze (2), christmas
(2), wet (1), weather (1), water (1), storm (1), soft (1), snowstorm (1), snowman (1),
snowflakes (1), snowball (1), slush (1), slippery (1), seasons (1), scarf (1), movies (1),
mountain (1), melt (1), hail (1), gloves (1), freezing (1), flake (1), fireplace (1), fall (1),
disney (1), coat (1), blizzard (1), alps (1)
hard (4), river (3), mountain (3), sclupture (2), rock (2), building (2), throw (1), small
(1), sling (1), rocks (1), road (1), resistant (1), pebble (1), pavement (1), path (1), old
(1), obstacle (1), milestone (1), measure (1), material (1), marble (1), jewel (1), house
(1), hit (1), henge (1), heavy (1), grey (1), gray (1), granite (1), goliath (1), flint (1), dark
(1), cold (1), cobblestone (1), church (1), bridge (1), brick (1), block (1), black (1), age
(1)
bus (3), walk (2), people (2), light (2), house (2), cross (2), car (2), zebracross (1),
worker (1), way (1), vendor (1), vehicles (1), trees (1), tree (1), traffic (1), tehran (1),
sidewalk (1), road (1), pavement (1), number (1), narrow (1), main (1), lane (1), horn
(1), highway (1), grey (1), gray (1), go (1), elm (1), drive (1), dog (1), dirty (1), clean
(1), city (1), children (1), cars (1), busstop (1), broad (1), boy (1), avenue (1), asphalt
(1), address (1)
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Keyword

sun

tower

tree

wall

water

Associated Words
bright (4), yellow (3), warm (3), sunglasses (3), beach (3), summer (2), light (2), hot
(2), day (2), white (1), warming (1), sunshine (1), sunblocker (1), sports (1), south
(1), sky (1), shade (1), screen (1), people (1), orange (1), nice (1), kind (1), indonesia
(1), holiday (1), happiness (1), glasses (1), glare (1), equator (1), down (1), colors (1),
burning (1), burn (1), block (1), beautiful (1), bake (1)
skyscraper (3), high (3), water (2), tall (2), strong (2), stone (2), pisa (2), elevator (2),
eiffel (2), city (2), castle (2), building (2), windy (1), war (1), view (1), twin (1), symbol
(1), structure (1), stronghold (1), strategic (1), stairs (1), skyscrapper (1), power (1),
pillar (1), paris (1), monument (1), martini (1), glass (1), frame (1), foundation (1),
fortress (1), floor (1), defense (1), cylinder (1), church (1), ancient (1)
green (4), stem (2), old (2), leaves (2), house (2), forest (2), branches (2), branch (2),
wood (1), water (1), twig (1), tropical (1), tall (1), syntax (1), summer (1), shadow (1),
seed (1), sap (1), root (1), park (1), monkey (1), mango (1), leaf (1), high (1), grow (1),
garden (1), fruit (1), fall (1), evergreen (1), decision (1), climb (1), circle (1), brown (1),
bitch (1), birds (1), binary (1), bark (1), apple (1), alley (1), acorn (1)
white (5), room (3), paint (3), picture (2), house (2), building (2), border (2), wave (1),
war (1), wallpaper (1), tunnel (1), thick (1), street (1), security (1), secret (1), privacy
(1), pray (1), photo (1), paper (1), lean (1), high (1), hard (1), hang (1), graffiti (1), four
(1), flat (1), difficulty (1), dam (1), color (1), cold (1), cage (1), brick (1), break (1),
boundary (1), blue (1), berlin (1), bedroom (1), apartment (1)
lake (4), drink (4), tap (3), waterfall (2), swim (2), sea (2), river (2), rain (2), liquid (2),
warm (1), vapour (1), tea (1), swimming (1), sparkling (1), soda (1), sink (1), pure (1),
pot (1), plant (1), ocean (1), natural (1), mountain (1), life (1), inodor (1), ice (1), hot
(1), glass (1), drop (1), drawn (1), diving (1), dive (1), desert (1), colorless (1), cold (1),
bottled (1), blue (1)
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Appendix B
B.1 The Top-100 Associated Words from The ILM
Keyword

baby

beach

bird

box

Associated Words
baby, butterfly, flower, beads, rose, bloom, flowers, hiding, using, chocolate, lives, grass,
purple, garden, yellow, orange, bowl, he’s, cake, pot, pink, towel, bathroom, yard, fruit,
apple, bought, curtain, plant, flash, ceiling, green, growing, candle, leaves, birthday,
painting, wild, red, vintage, closet, pig, everything, tiny, sink, colorful, chicken, come,
bed, cabinet, bag, monkey, having, wine, gardens, guitar, christmas, plastic, lamp, basket, paper, hat, nest, made, cute, kitchen, make, bedroom, portrait, box, desk, year,
bottle, dress, painted, resting, japanese, living, loves, cut, backyard, filled, shirt, hanging, tank, things, plate, hair, room, friend, shelf, pizza, fun, bright, sweet, cat, found,
cup, coffee, gold
sand, sail, ocean, harbor, beach, clouds, distance, lone, coast, ship, fishing, cruise, sea,
salt, desert, rocky, swimming, harbour, plane, boat, point, sunset, lake, cloud, sunny,
crystal, saturday, storm, gate, mt, island, frozen, highway, airplane, del, busy, mountains, sky, dam, low, texas, perfect, clear, lonely, monument, ice, oregon, view, streets,
mountain, site, hills, visible, england, flying, ride, mexico, snow, river, stayed, buildings, somewhere, bay, water, shots, famous, wind, towards, pass, hard, rocks, hill, passing, foreground, tower, cable, rock, gray, far, moving, winter, level, typical, evening,
dogs, cold, moon, castle, makes, setting, jumping, running, power, those, canyon, over,
france, morning, bridge, driving
woods, autumn, grass, leaves, branches, nest, bird, butterfly, beads, apple, fall, male,
forest, pine, resting, tree, growing, monkey, fallen, flowers, pasture, igt, female, palm,
gardens, yellow, usa, trail, pond, garden, backyard, yard, creek, birds, trees, tiger,
against, lonely, spring, hiding, fruit, lt, national, bloom, spotted, flower, field, bare, lone,
relaxing, flying, county, oak, rocky, climbing, plant, rusty, barn, green, contrast, wild,
path, dam, turtle, zoo, dirt, orange, surrounded, mexico, northern, colors, dead, natural,
colorful, saw, berlin, blue, photos, colorado, bright, baby, country, stone, upon, couple, found, cow, tiny, thirteen, november, something, wonderful, lives, animal, stream,
fence, silver, gold, bear, school
towel, beads, rose, chocolate, closet, bathroom, cake, bought, cabinet, box, couch,
flower, pink, vintage, birthday, candle, sink, desk, room, tub, dining, stove, kitchen,
party, painting, curtain, master, ceiling, red, bowl, bag, chair, dress, butterfly, hat, shirt,
guitar, portrait, paper, christmas, bedroom, painted, shelf, loves, classroom, mirror,
bloom, paint, made, cup, table, computer, coffee, flowers, need, lounge, she, living, m,
display, plastic, wedding, en, orange, cute, screen, pot, her, sleeping, door, everything,
tv, sunlight, bed, cat, hiding, sale, oven, chicken, seat, dinner, machine, having, flash,
wine, basket, shop, girl, fruit, purple, phone, restaurant, plate, doors, size, things, he’s,
baby, put, using
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Keyword

bridge

building

car

cat

city

Associated Words
stream, dam, distance, rocks, rocky, river, harbor, falls, bridge, canyon, creek, railway,
pass, ocean, trail, fallen, path, buildings, trees, mountain, rock, mountains, fishing, lake,
valley, point, castle, dead, hill, island, stayed, dirt, coast, stone, canal, tracks, forest,
busy, harbour, view, highway, fountain, gate, sand, oldest, road, cable, sail, sunny, monument, towards, largest, saturday, storm, abandoned, level, national, boat, salt, pine,
typical, oak, woods, passing, snow, tower, lived, ship, crystal, crossing, streets, beach,
pasture, foreground, winter, visible, across, mt, low, france, county, bare, concrete,
tour, dry, branches, cross, victoria, famous, lone, chicago, past, swimming, water, bank,
walking, ride, del, random, cruise
modern, buildings, chicago, building, oldest, clock, streets, centre, brick, statue, capitol, francisco, lived, former, tower, harbor, construction, paris, largest, busy, random,
concrete, gate, square, designed, downtown, stayed, french, harbour, office, windows,
city, passing, tour, bank, bell, built, ship, typical, ninety, amsterdam, dam, flag, post,
venice, driving, moon, street, houses, sixteen, sail, forty, station, balcony, telephone,
prague, block, canal, university, san, saturday, traffic, spain, roof, walls, monument,
called, center, bridge, fifteen, broken, cable, town, london, hall, garage, boat, fishing,
district, different, level, sunny, man, old, leading, visible, stairs, eighteen, france, state,
abandoned, pole, tracks, across, nine, palace, entrance, canada, metal, view
driving, sunset, parked, car, laptop, passing, seat, harbour, show, metal, french, airplane, video, sydney, fifteen, bus, paris, truck, beer, traffic, image, clouds, chocolate,
yes, reflection, modern, bar, tokyo, phone, black, shots, roof, photoshop, east, moving,
hit, lounge, buildings, museum, ship, cars, random, hard, mirror, lit, streets, station,
computer, d, train, seventeen, enjoying, highway, largest, night, london, model, cable,
camera, office, coffee, saturday, oldest, wedding, del, sail, lights, theater, man, film,
design, van, cruise, storm, riding, boat, watching, own, cup, designed, guitar, ocean,
window, balcony, eyes, concrete, shiny, lived, china, different, francisco, parking, plate,
held, waiting, air, reflected, windows, flash, hair
towel, closet, couch, bathroom, curtain, master, sink, tub, loves, cat, cabinet, beads,
sleeping, bedroom, ceiling, kitchen, mirror, drinking, eyes, she, he’s, portrait, seat,
stove, wedding, bought, desk, hole, chair, room, bag, dining, computer, candle, him,
laptop, her, living, oven, chocolate, reading, grey, paper, cup, hat, door, birthday, dinner,
box, cake, bowl, doors, dress, hiding, bath, stairs, party, own, put, shirt, wine, shelf,
table, hair, tv, friend, flat, he, screen, bed, case, cute, yet, night, food, pig, classroom,
plastic, animal, cut, need, dirty, later, een, face, baby, floor, head, make, everything,
shoes, made, paint, guitar, his, camera, bar, flash, lamp, coffee
city, modern, buildings, chicago, centre, francisco, streets, brick, busy, oldest, clock,
statue, capitol, building, former, sail, harbor, gate, tower, saturday, downtown, random,
largest, venice, paris, san, stayed, designed, sunny, lived, typical, square, town, tour,
fishing, street, passing, bank, center, ninety, construction, harbour, called, rocks, built,
snow, french, station, spain, winter, post, amsterdam, del, sixteen, neighborhood, state,
london, telephone, cathedral, concrete, canal, windows, dam, eighteen, prague, france,
houses, ship, flag, berlin, famous, palm, leading, level, balcony, monument, university,
bridge, bell, man, pole, broken, york, view, main, florida, garage, boat, pass, people,
distance, office, traffic, memorial, fountain, fort, seventeen, coast, public, germany
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Keyword

dog

field

flower

grass

house

Associated Words
dogs, dog, sand, cow, couch, lion, pasture, concrete, hole, elephant, he’s, running, swimming, duck, away, him, pig, turtle, dad, feet, cat, animal, een, tracks, comes, canyon,
bear, family, dirty, awesome, playing, hard, loves, sleeping, brown, she, sidewalk, towel,
storm, dirt, creek, male, wet, lives, tub, drinking, climbing, broken, he, later, play,
county, fourteen, those, days, rock, horse, spot, off, keep, rocks, water, warm, hit, will,
eating, nineteen, come, tiger, head, his, shoe, their, where, lived, falls, cold, lot, first,
fountain, stove, walls, shoes, stuff, fell, her, cute, then, filled, grey, bath, case, carved,
friend, field, bag, cable, who, beach, pool
pasture, grass, field, woods, autumn, lone, lonely, cow, trees, rocky, path, creek, apple,
pond, county, leaves, growing, fall, forest, gardens, hills, trail, stream, barn, desert,
mountain, mountains, hill, distance, flowers, duck, couple, national, farm, canyon, lake,
spring, green, road, yellow, valley, horse, golden, male, igt, wild, tree, stands, texas, usa,
oak, point, park, edge, surrounded, dirt, fallen, railway, colors, wind, spotted, garden,
running, country, river, july, orange, wonderful, yard, lives, near, bare, rock, along,
fence, resting, dead, stone, bear, tall, female, highway, site, foot, north, clear, coast,
lots, lt, hiding, shadow, foreground, abandoned, harbor, something, perfect, august,
cloud, pine, pig
flower, rose, flowers, bloom, butterfly, yellow, purple, fruit, colorful, leaves, orange,
autumn, garden, bright, m, stained, growing, gardens, flash, relaxing, red, plant, colors, apple, candle, pot, green, chocolate, wild, pink, hiding, bowl, photoshop, bought,
grass, christmas, cake, beads, sunlight, chicken, vintage, guitar, detail, japanese, contrast, yard, real, lt, painted, stand, usa, display, baby, tiny, art, fresh, weekend, birthday, found, painting, palm, basket, tank, pizza, cover, zoo, today, using, en, backyard,
plate, chinese, monkey, color, igt, market, school, lit, glass, lamp, year, made, portrait,
bangkok, fall, surrounded, august, lovely, light, against, pretty, friends, things, woods,
spring, love, colour, traditional, sale, bed
grass, woods, pasture, autumn, field, leaves, flowers, growing, gardens, forest, apple,
butterfly, garden, fall, creek, hiding, bloom, pond, trees, yard, wild, flower, yellow,
usa, green, monkey, purple, barn, tree, spring, orange, fruit, cow, path, spotted, male,
backyard, trail, colorful, tiger, igt, stream, resting, lives, female, county, fallen, something, plant, zoo, rusty, pig, fence, eating, pine, couple, colors, surrounded, wonderful,
name, oak, lonely, country, duck, tall, national, nest, branches, lt, tiny, japanese, july,
bear, school, railway, chicken, bright, relaxing, august, baby, park, contrast, bird, farm,
palm, pot, rose, bare, edge, horse, found, abandoned, summer, golden, road, lone, these,
stands, stone, canyon
woods, stream, forest, fallen, creek, branches, fence, trees, barn, grass, pine, oak, pasture, tree, trail, lived, railway, path, walls, lives, abandoned, tiger, yard, monkey, past,
horse, country, cow, porch, oldest, nest, backyard, wood, stone, fell, fall, growing,
stayed, eating, carved, falls, breakfast, tall, pond, house, bank, bare, wooden, gardens, spotted, leading, houses, couple, entrance, live, guest, family, dead, old, canada,
grand, hiding, canal, brick, tea, foot, spring, national, nineteen, village, concrete, former, county, apple, elephant, years, sidewalk, working, neighborhood, road, next, park,
shade, typical, zoo, pig, field, rocks, within, dirt, chicago, female, garden, valley, ny,
section, temple, feet, farm, sale
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Keyword

lamp

park

people

pot

rock

Associated Words
candle, lit, lamp, stained, flash, lights, night, theater, light, photoshop, sunset, cathedral,
glass, dark, bar, portrait, moon, john, curtain, video, ceiling, bowl, guitar, christmas,
using, wine, show, cake, tokyo, rose, desk, chocolate, sunlight, real, screen, bottle,
evening, pizza, yellow, dinner, tank, flower, camera, strange, detail, bathroom, birthday,
mirror, painting, computer, laptop, window, closet, piece, cup, sun, towel, watching,
ny, butterfly, table, lounge, m, room, reading, windows, purple, airplane, party, sink,
reflected, plate, church, cabinet, hat, happy, seat, en, restaurant, wedding, eyes, best,
orange, inside, paper, shot, kitchen, weird, through, contrast, looked, display, japan,
bedroom, loves, chair, cut, drive, ohio, sydney
woods, stream, fallen, forest, creek, autumn, trail, trees, pasture, national, rocky, fall,
pine, grass, path, pond, branches, igt, tree, canyon, leaves, park, dam, growing, stone,
gardens, rocks, oak, rock, railway, falls, spring, dead, field, river, dirt, bare, mountain,
valley, county, temple, dry, road, monkey, farm, colorado, pass, nest, cow, usa, resting,
fence, canal, wild, tiger, castle, hill, lonely, barn, abandoned, relaxing, country, garden,
past, apple, lake, tracks, palm, stands, mountains, along, spotted, turtle, near, horse,
base, lt, japanese, flowers, village, duck, fishing, pool, southern, bridge, female, yard,
grand, sidewalk, foreground, beside, bear, island, male, state, huge, below, desert, lone,
lots
people, chicago, rocks, april, fallen, statue, cathedral, oldest, lived, streets, stream, dam,
random, dogs, buildings, brick, prague, film, snow, paris, guy, largest, modern, section, tracks, bank, sidewalk, branches, victoria, man, colorado, station, ninety, elephant,
creek, street, theater, path, concrete, dirt, tokyo, hit, stayed, falls, those, district, fourteen, hundred, pass, half, del, john, bridge, windows, pine, called, shows, building, past,
castle, het, canyon, square, lion, lower, bike, stone, traffic, river, northern, canal, fifteen,
fountain, india, city, oak, black, crossing, walls, van, image, old, note, church, level,
harbour, tour, cable, nine, dead, dry, carved, francisco, different, train, venice, public,
rest, bit, trail
flower, butterfly, flowers, pot, bloom, purple, rose, fruit, orange, garden, flash, leaves,
yellow, beads, hiding, colorful, autumn, growing, chocolate, plant, chicken, apple, candle, bought, bowl, christmas, gardens, cake, tank, pink, stained, green, m, yard, birthday, red, grass, sunlight, vintage, baby, wild, tiny, display, guitar, basket, found, bright,
pizza, colors, monkey, painting, japanese, relaxing, plate, art, fresh, bed, market, school,
lit, party, sale, things, having, photoshop, chinese, backyard, made, cover, box, painted,
en, hat, lives, detail, weekend, shelf, desk, glass, year, pig, chair, design, zoo, loves,
wine, using, bag, stand, dress, pretty, woods, table, lamp, paper, coffee, plastic, shirt,
bottle, cute
canyon, stream, dam, rocky, rock, rocks, creek, trail, fallen, dirt, dead, woods, trees,
falls, national, pine, pasture, pass, stone, dry, turtle, mountain, desert, river, tracks, forest, path, sand, distance, castle, mountains, county, railway, lone, valley, igt, winter,
past, hill, colorado, bare, road, sunny, cable, snow, lake, branches, lion, busy, swimming, crystal, lonely, resting, point, nest, oak, ocean, storm, island, tree, feet, saturday,
running, pond, park, below, base, dogs, bridge, april, cow, abandoned, coast, natural,
bank, farm, deep, water, huge, fell, elephant, grand, bear, highway, canal, sidewalk,
stayed, beside, harbor, those, fort, sea, beach, near, site, jumping, walls, level, tiger,
state
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Keyword

room

shoes

sky

snow

stone

Associated Words
closet, cabinet, master, towel, bathroom, room, dining, bedroom, sink, curtain, stove,
kitchen, tub, living, doors, desk, ceiling, tv, shelf, mirror, door, need, stairs, painting, wedding, couch, computer, flat, portrait, everything, seat, candle, oven, cup, loves,
chair, table, classroom, bought, chocolate, screen, bath, laptop, cake, coffee, beads, paper, dress, painted, lounge, paint, box, bag, en, wine, birthday, frame, floor, lamp, shirt,
case, using, windows, guest, bowl, party, hall, garage, size, office, reading, yet, sleeping, will, put, her, cat, window, machine, designed, eyes, plastic, double, shop, things,
restaurant, guitar, french, pizza, dinner, vintage, bottle, inside, bed, space, she, done,
made, pink, glass
shoes, beads, couch, chocolate, he’s, hat, kids, sleeping, party, size, wearing, resting,
elephant, christmas, her, she, shoe, bought, dress, cat, hair, bag, tea, make, fourteen,
cute, classroom, silver, chair, shirt, tiger, metal, red, film, head, paint, girl, ready, drinking, pig, pink, face, phone, box, dinner, vintage, statue, added, friend, hand, reading,
brown, since, family, april, he, getting, own, didn’t, climbing, birthday, turtle, his, bed,
seat, later, rose, making, am, paper, called, black, trip, need, telephone, him, chinese,
made, went, tokyo, hit, girls, animal, warm, fell, saw, yes, boy, being, cake, en, case,
bit, lion, stuck, memorial, held, creek, come, then
moon, sky, plane, clouds, cloud, sunny, against, flying, blue, saturday, sunset, clear,
busy, flag, airplane, lonely, harbor, lone, desert, palm, evening, perfect, capitol, sea, mt,
autumn, contrast, coast, ocean, sail, cruise, power, hills, wind, mexico, tower, relaxing,
colors, distance, northern, setting, mountains, clock, ship, state, beach, somewhere,
bright, ohio, frozen, gate, foreground, harbour, sun, gorgeous, turtle, point, fishing,
morning, swimming, afternoon, dam, golden, december, tank, colorado, salt, single,
australia, deep, ice, late, photoshop, lights, early, island, buildings, shots, rocky, storm,
lake, looked, visible, november, beautiful, yellow, florida, floating, today, light, famous,
berlin, above, monument, sand, bay, leaves, texas, pole, stands
snow, dam, winter, branches, dirt, sand, pass, rocky, gray, dead, fallen, bare, storm,
april, black, frozen, rocks, busy, rock, pine, lone, visible, canyon, tracks, ice, buildings,
beach, film, sail, falls, sunny, mountains, clock, ocean, saturday, trail, cable, prague,
point, tower, desert, plane, image, lonely, broken, mountain, salt, trees, harbour, white,
fishing, forty, past, sidewalk, coast, concrete, castle, site, harbor, turtle, stayed, river,
random, stone, hill, distance, oldest, monument, oak, grey, mt, streets, bridge, highway,
del, dirty, rest, statue, those, dry, michigan, level, colorado, temple, germany, ship, hit,
largest, nest, national, bank, typical, washington, lake, towards, santa, spot, once, moon,
ninety
stream, fallen, woods, creek, stone, trail, forest, branches, canyon, rocks, dam, pine,
rocky, falls, trees, national, pasture, rock, dirt, oak, dead, tree, dry, bare, pass, path,
igt, tracks, railway, nest, river, pond, abandoned, past, fence, valley, tiger, fall, county,
temple, castle, mountain, bank, canal, park, gardens, spring, cow, road, grass, resting,
colorado, winter, monkey, growing, base, lion, sidewalk, turtle, barn, brick, hill, carved,
farm, bridge, walls, fell, april, horse, below, houses, beside, field, grand, running, feet,
country, snow, bear, natural, village, typical, along, huge, canada, elephant, fountain,
near, level, dogs, spotted, down, female, ground, fort, victoria, male, broken, scene,
mountains
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Keyword

street

sun

tower

tree

wall

Associated Words
cathedral, stained, chicago, paris, tokyo, street, market, amsterdam, modern, detail,
downtown, brick, francisco, french, shop, oldest, streets, venice, centre, sale, traditional, display, telephone, show, windows, building, museum, sign, designed, parked,
buildings, station, theater, random, branches, lived, entrance, ny, bar, church, london,
public, image, ninety, square, york, spain, japan, store, flag, man, art, different, clock,
statue, sydney, restaurant, film, district, people, called, van, largest, city, hall, john, center, party, library, bus, east, traffic, former, het, office, guy, located, since, india, guitar,
main, temple, bank, window, san, leading, fifteen, section, black, scene, post, game,
nine, old, construction, university, glass, seattle, woman, santa
sunset, lit, moon, night, sun, lights, candle, clouds, setting, cloud, sky, airplane, evening,
lamp, flash, plane, dark, light, m, saturday, stained, shots, sunny, flying, morning, photoshop, closet, against, clear, flag, blue, image, harbour, hills, busy, contrast, weird,
cathedral, single, capitol, portrait, floating, mountains, moving, australia, afternoon,
bar, early, shadow, dinner, november, perfect, watching, real, shot, mt, late, sunlight,
theater, sydney, laptop, tower, frozen, cruise, tank, guitar, bathroom, looked, video,
ceiling, through, towel, driving, screen, mirror, gorgeous, nc, ocean, show, december,
glass, coming, pic, bedroom, harbor, eyes, sail, cup, hotel, lonely, model, distance,
golden, desk, state, using, curtain, ohio, drive, camera
moon, busy, sunny, tower, saturday, plane, clock, harbor, buildings, sky, dam, capitol,
flying, harbour, clouds, sail, distance, cloud, ocean, gate, modern, flag, ship, coast,
chicago, visible, state, clear, desert, sunset, mt, frozen, lonely, rocky, power, cable,
cruise, monument, lone, point, bell, snow, fishing, beach, salt, against, palace, famous,
driving, streets, largest, island, view, mountains, northern, passing, prague, building,
sea, ice, somewhere, boat, statue, square, del, stayed, foreground, roof, storm, pass,
oldest, sand, moving, blue, bridge, evening, random, level, typical, hill, bay, forty, rest,
wind, spain, centre, december, hills, london, colorado, pole, francisco, rocks, fifteen,
highway, construction, castle, ohio, dirt, those
woods, branches, fallen, forest, autumn, pine, leaves, stream, tree, trail, trees, creek,
fall, growing, oak, grass, monkey, gardens, igt, apple, national, pond, nest, bloom,
spring, bare, tiger, garden, pasture, path, flowers, usa, backyard, yard, palm, stone,
dead, barn, fence, fruit, temple, wild, railway, dry, relaxing, japanese, falls, resting,
rocky, park, rocks, spotted, canyon, dam, female, dirt, zoo, county, colorado, country,
rock, rusty, past, abandoned, field, farm, fell, pass, valley, lt, butterfly, lonely, base,
sidewalk, male, village, winter, tall, bird, surrounded, covered, road, weekend, stands,
huge, cow, northern, bear, tiny, bank, river, grand, hiding, below, yellow, lots, plant,
name, flower, near
closet, curtain, master, bathroom, cabinet, beads, towel, tub, wall, broken, doors, stove,
door, bedroom, ceiling, stairs, painted, hole, kitchen, sink, shelf, room, frame, wood,
classroom, everything, dining, done, living, double, bath, carved, size, italy, walls,
fence, dogs, paint, need, couch, tiger, nest, grey, brick, fallen, will, lives, desk, cat,
may, painting, yard, hiding, drinking, baby, tv, portrait, berlin, he’s, using, zoo, brown,
lion, warm, barn, animal, mirror, eye, box, sleeping, entrance, strange, floor, flat, cut,
prague, yet, tracks, paper, real, garage, food, detail, pig, fell, climbing, stone, backyard,
nineteen, falls, eating, stuff, feet, bank, basket, added, bed, vintage, oven, porch
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Keyword

water

Associated Words
sand, rocky, distance, harbor, ocean, swimming, dam, canyon, coast, lone, lake, stream,
sail, rocks, beach, sea, mountain, fishing, salt, clouds, river, rock, crystal, desert, ship,
cruise, mountains, storm, point, island, water, boat, creek, cloud, highway, pasture,
harbour, frozen, falls, hill, pass, duck, fountain, path, mt, low, tracks, castle, trail, dirt,
turtle, jumping, clear, ride, pool, county, national, dead, dogs, cold, stone, road, bridge,
site, running, towards, level, view, sunny, valley, cable, pond, monument, awesome,
dry, ice, field, foreground, trees, canal, sunset, stayed, fallen, cow, went, along, hills,
typical, texas, busy, lonely, gate, those, del, off, away, wind, saturday, airplane, near
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